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1.

Background and Purpose of By-Laws

WRFU
1.1

WRFU is an incorporated society established to foster, encourage and control the game of rugby within
the Wellington Rugby Province. The members of WRFU are its member Clubs, Wellington Rugby Referees
Association (WRRA), Wellington Secondary Schools Rugby Union (WSSRU) and Junior Rugby Advisory
Board (JRAB).

Where does WRFU fit in the Rugby Hierarchy?
1.2

WRFU is part of the rugby hierarchy which includes the following levels: World Rugby (WR), National
Unions New Zealand Rugby Union, Provincial Unions, Clubs and individual participants. WRFU is a
member of the NZRU which in turn is a member of WR.

1.3

To ensure overall consistency, each level of the rugby hierarchy is required to follow the rules required by
the body which is immediately above it. Rugby participants in Wellington must therefore follow the rules
of their Club, Schools Union or Referees Association. The WRFU then requires those bodies and their
members to follow its rules and so on.

Who has Responsibility for Club, School and Junior Rugby?
1.4

WRFU is governed by a Board of Directors which has overall responsibility for development and
management of rugby in Wellington. WRFU also has a Rugby Board (in effect a council of delegates of
WRFU members and some others) to which the Board of Directors have delegated all matters relating:
a. to the playing and development of Club, school and junior rugby; and
b. all representative rugby below representative B level.

1.5

In turn, the Rugby Board has delegated to:
• WSSRU: responsibility for the secondary school’s competition and all other matters relating to it
except for disciplinary procedures which are dealt with by the WRFU Disciplinary Committee (see ByLaw 10);
• The JRAB (Junior Rugby Advisory Board) Sub-Committee: responsibility for all aspects of junior rugby
programmes, including club, primary school, primary school zone representative rugby and all other
matters relating to it except for an appeal on a disciplinary matter (see By-law 11);
• WRRA: responsibility for club, school and junior rugby Refereeing.
The bodies recorded above have adopted their own rules relating to their areas of responsibility.
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What are By-Laws?
1.6

These By-Laws are the specific rules developed by the JRAB (who are delegated authority to act on behalf
of the Rugby Board, and approved by the Board of Directors) to deal with operational and day to day
matters primarily relating to Junior Clubs and Junior Club rugby.

What about Representative Rugby?
1.7

These By-Laws apply to all WRFU Under 13 representative matches within the WRFU boundaries but:
a. Each By-Law only applies to the extent that it is relevant (as determined by WRFU at any time); and
b. if a By-Law is relevant then it is deemed to be read with appropriate changes so that the specific ByLaw is appropriately applied to a representative rugby situation; and
c. WR’s "The Laws of the Game of Rugby Union" apply except as otherwise required by the NZRU
Domestic Safety Laws/Small Blacks Law Variations.

Who do these By-Laws apply to?
1.8

These By-Laws apply to all WRFU Members and to their respective members and anyone who participates
in programmes, teams or activities organised, recognised or sanctioned by WRFU.

Where do I look to obtain information about rugby By-Laws and processes?
1.9

WRFU:
• Constitution
• By-Laws (including competition rules, WRFU time periods, WRFU forms)
• Handbook (an annual publication of useful information)
• Club Rugby Sub Committee Policies and Procedures
• WRFU website www.wrfu.co.nz and also individual Club websites.
• WRRA Rules and website www.wrra.org.nz.
• WSSRU Handbook – website www.collegesport.org.nz
• WRFU Code of Conduct – http://wrfu.co.nz/fileadmin/user_upload/Code_of_Conduct_-_Players.pdf
• JRAB Convenors Operational Handbook
• WRFU Junior Rugby By-Laws
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1.10

NZRU:
• NZR Domestic Competitions Manual
• NZR Domestic Safety Laws
• Small Blacks Development Model Laws
• NZR Black Book – www.wrfu.co.nz/senior/forms-documents/disciplinary/
• Website – www.nzru.co.nz

1.11

World Rugby:
• The Laws of the Game of Rugby Union
• Regulations - www.worldrugby.org/documents/handbook
• Website – www.worldrugby.com
Purpose of By-Laws: Practical Rules, Forms and Time Periods

1.12

The overall intent of these By-Laws is to provide practical rules, forms and time periods to facilitate the
effective rugby operations of WRFU with and among its Members and all participants to foster safe, fair
and enjoyable rugby experiences for all participants. To support this overall intent Members and all
participants are required to adhere to the By-Laws with the spirit of the game in mind. Members and all
participants are expected to display honesty and integrity at all times in promoting the true values of the
amateur game.

1.13

To enable the rules, forms and time periods to operate efficiently, it is necessary for WRFU, Clubs,
schools, and other persons involved in the game in Wellington to be familiar with the By-Laws including
what the By-Laws require of them and how, to whom and at what times they are required to
communicate with each other.

Who has a role in these By-Laws?
1.14

The bodies/persons that have a role in the operation of the By-Laws primarily includes but is not limited
to:
• Board of Directors – approves any changes to By-Laws – meets regularly
• Rugby Board – responsible for Club, school and junior Rugby - meets monthly
• WRFU Executive –operates through various WRFU staff and volunteers under the control of the Chief
Executive including:
• WRFU Junior & Representative Rugby Administrator (JRA) - the primary contact for the administration
of Junior & Amateur Representative Rugby,
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• WRFU Club Rugby Administrator (CRA) - the primary contact for Club Rugby (adult) whose role
includes, in conjunction with CRSC to formulate match draws and venues, to liaise with WRRA for
Referees appointments, to assist the CRSC and to co-ordinate the operation of judicial and disciplinary
matters
• WRFU Community Rugby Manager (CRM) – the Manager of WRFU Club, School, and Amateur
Representative rugby;
• WRFU Club Development Officer – the person responsible for Club governance, and Club development
• Club Officials - Junior Convenor or Club Office Holders
• WRRA executive – Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer and Delegate
• JRAB – Chairperson, 3 elected club members, 4 appointed members
• WSSRU – Chairman, Secretary
• WRFU Disciplinary Committee - Chairperson
• WRFU Appeal Committee – Chairperson
How do these persons communicate with each other in respect of these By-Laws?
1.15

All persons who have a role in these By-laws are urged (in addition to complying with any specific By-Law
process) to meet with, or to use the telephone in dealing with, other persons as those are often the most
immediate and personable ways of commencing and progressing the various requirements of the By-laws.
Where any WRFU form, notice or other written information is required by the By-Laws, then it must be
communicated to the WRFU Junior Rugby Administrator.

1.16

Where the WRFU, WRFU executive, Rugby Board, Board of Directors or any of their respective
subcommittees or personnel is required by these By-Laws to communicate any information, then it shall
be by such communication methods as determined by WRFU.

1.17

Where a Club or other Member is required by these By-Laws to communicate any WRFU form, notice or
other written information to another Club or to the WRFU or to any other party, then it shall be
undertaken by such communication methods as required by these By-Laws and in the absence of such
requirement, then as may be required by the WRFU.
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Who Acts on Behalf of WRFU?
1.18

The WRFU may act in respect of these By-Laws through the WRFU executive and/or through the Board of
Directors and/or the Rugby Board and their respective subcommittees as it so determines. A requirement
of any of them is binding on Members (subject to any applicable appeal process).

2.

Definitions and Interpretation

2.1

“Club” means any rugby club that is a Member of the WRFU.

2.2

"Disciplinary Committee" means the Disciplinary Committee of WRFU.

2.3

Junior Club Rugby means all rugby played at the Under 13 level and below.

2.4

“Match” includes all WRFU CP Matches, and all non-WRFU CP Matches which occur within WRFU
boundaries and which involve a Club or a WRFU representative team.

2.5

"Member" means a member of WRFU.

2.6

"Referee" includes a substitute Referee.

2.7

“Senior Club Rugby” means all rugby played at the Under 19 level and above.

2.8

"WR", "NZRU", “WRFU”, "WSSRU", "JRAB", "WRRA", "CRSC", “CRA”, “CRM”, "CDO" and “PSEC” are
abbreviations for the full name of each such body or person set out in By-Law 1.

2.9

“WRFU CP Match” means a match which is part of a WRFU Junior Rugby programme.

2.10

"WRFU Season" means the period commencing on 1 October of each year and expiring on 30 September
of the following year.

2.11

Additional abbreviations or definitions also appear in these By-Laws including:
a. WRFU CP which means WRFU Club Programme (By-Law 3.1).

2.12

Unless a contrary intention is recorded, all words and expressions used in these By-Laws have the same
meanings given to them (if any) in the WRFU Constitution.

2.13

Any difference of opinion as to the meaning of these By-Laws shall be decided by the Rugby Board which
shall notify all Clubs (and others as deemed appropriate by the Rugby Board) of the decision. The decision
shall be recorded in the Minutes of a Rugby Board meeting and (subject to the right of appeal) shall be the
true meaning unless otherwise determined by the Rugby Board.

2.14

Where examples are given or where the words “including” are used, this is to assist interpretation, and
the examples and/or circumstances are not limited to the examples and/or circumstances recorded.
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3.

Rules, Grades and Entry

3.1

WRFU organises, controls and is responsible for all aspects of WRFU Club Programme (WRFU CP) and any
other WRFU tournaments, competitions or matches for which it takes responsibility. Its role includes but
is not limited to:
a. Establishing and applying the Rules (including those for disputes, penalties and disciplinary
procedures);
b. Providing administration and other resources as it determines;
c. Deciding eligibility to participate;
d. Keeping Members and others informed.

3.2

Matches in all Grades are played under WR’s "The Laws of The Game of Rugby Union" as varied by the
NZRU Domestic Safety and Small Black Laws.

3.3

WRFU may divide any grade and/or any division into sections and may determine the composition of the
number of teams within any grade, division and section.

3.4

A Club may participate in the WRFU CP in accordance with these By-Laws, and must ensure that its
members are aware of and comply with these By-Laws.

3.5

Each year a Club must forward to the WRFU a WRFU Team Entry Form (JRAB Form 005) covering the
grades in which it seeks to enter teams and this must be done at least 14 days before the start of the
WRFU Season.

Club Playing Colours
3.6

The playing colours of each Club must be registered with WRFU and any changes to these must be
approved by the Junior Rugby Advisory Board before use. New Clubs must have their proposed playing
colours approved by the Rugby Board.

Team Names (Sponsorship)
3.7

Any Club may, with the prior approval of WRFU Management incorporate the name of one sponsor in the
title used for any one of that Club’s teams. A sponsor’s name must follow the name of the Club.
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4.

Conduct of Matches

4.1

WRFU fixes and must issue the draw for WRFU CP matches.

Referees
4.2

The WRRA appoints Referees under the jurisdiction of the WRFU. The WRRA shall notify Clubs of such
Referee appointments. WRRA will make every effort to appoint a referee for U13 games and if possible
U12 games. If no referee has been appointed the following applies:
a. The home team have the option of supplying a referee, however, if the home team are unable to
supply an “Official Referee” then it falls back on each club to referee a half game each presuming both
coaches are Small Blacks accredited.
b. The only time this would change is if you have one coach who is an Associate Referee and the other
was only Small Blacks accredited. The Associate Referee (having completed additional training) is the
more senior qualified of the two to officiate the game therefore they should be allowed to do so.
c. If you have two coaches who are both Associate Referees then each could referee half a game unless
otherwise agreed.

Commencement Times & Venue
4.3

A match must commence at the start time allocated by WRFU for that match.

4.4

A match must be played on the field allocated by WRFU for that match.

Playing Colours
4.5

All teams must play in the playing colours as approved by WRFU for that Club. Approval may also be
given by WRFU for a Club team to play in a variation of the Club playing colours but only on application
by that Club. Provision of Ball

4.6

In every match each of the teams must provide a ball. WRFU may regulate the type and/or brand of ball.

Abandonment of Games
4.7

The Referee may abandon the match if the Referee decides the ground or weather conditions are unfit for
play or for any other safety reason (including as a consequence of a serious injury being sustained.

WRFU Safety Regulations
4.8

In the case of a serious injury, the Club’s Junior Convenor must complete and forward to the WRFU a
Serious Injury Form (JRAB FORM 3). A serious injury is categorized as:
• Any concussion or suspected concussion
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• Hospitalisation
• An injury that keeps a participant out of the game for six or more weeks
Half Game Rule
4.9

As per National Rugby Policy 6 (Half Game Rule) it is compulsory that all players play at least half a game
of rugby. For players at Small Blacks level, this can consist of two quarters.

4.10

Rolling subs are not permitted, however substitutions at quarter time, half time, and three-quarter time
are permitted.

Overweight Player Policy
4.11

Coaches and referees must be aware of the impact that large players may have on a game and other
players. They should also be cautious of the safety risk these larger players introduce. The number of
situations where these large players can be misused and create unnecessary risk is great, therefore the
onus and responsibility to protect all players lies with the coaches.

OWPR 1 & 2
4.12

Any player weighing more than 10kg above the weight limit for the grade that they age/weigh into
according to the WRFU Weights & Grading chart (appendix 1) OR any a player in the U13 grade who
weighs in excess of 75kg will be entered onto the overweight player register (OWPR). These players must
be identified on their team sheet and signed off by a WRFU appointed delegate at their official weigh-in.
Coaches must identify these players to the opposing coach before each game when completing their pregame procedure.

4.13

If a player on the OWPR is playing up two grades due to weight, they will be classified as an OWPR2 player
and will not be subject to the playing restrictions detailed for OWPR1 below. These players must still be
monitored and the misuse of these players will be dealt with accordingly.

4.14

All other OWPR players will be classified as OWPR1 and are subject to the conditions outlined below.
They must be given every freedom to express themselves, but they must not be allowed to do so when it
may cause unnecessary risk of danger to themselves or others.

4.15

OWPR1 players must NOT:
a. play in the front row of the scrum,
b. take the ball off the back of a scrum if playing at No: 8,
c. when a penalty or free-kick is awarded, tap and run with the ball, or receive a pass within 5 meters of
the spot, at penalty time.
d. be used as a “battering ram” during general play.
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4.16

Where it is reported that such a player is being used in a way that puts them or other players at
unnecessary risk, the JRAB has the right to immediately suspend that player, players coach and/or team
until it is satisfied that the risk has been sufficiently addressed and no longer exists.

Playing Time and Subbing for OWRP Players
4.17

Players appearing on the OWPR must not be played for short spells of time throughout a game. They are
subject to the same National Rugby Policy 6 (Half Game Rule) which states that it is compulsory that all
players play at least half a game of rugby. For players at Small Blacks level, this can consist of two
quarters. Rolling subs are not permitted, however substitutions at quarter time, half time, and threequarter time are permitted.

Complaints Concerning OWPR Players
4.18

Any complaints about the use of OWPR1 and OWPR2 players must be made in the manner prescribed
under the WRFU Junior Rugby complaints policy (By-Law 9.1).

5.

Player Eligibility

Base Requirement
5.1

To be eligible to play in the WRFU CP and to be eligible for selection to WRFU representative teams, a
player must comply with the requirements of By-Law 5 unless otherwise expressly stated. Additional
requirements may also be applied by WRFU for representative team eligibility.

WRFU Discretion
5.2

The WRFU has an overriding discretion as set out in By-Law 5.17 to restrict or confer eligibility for any
player.

Registration
5.3

Prior to first playing for any Club during that WRFU Season, a player must register with that Club:
a. which is located within the WRFU provincial boundaries; or has been accepted by WRFU to compete in
a WRFU programme; and
b. which is a participant in WRFU programme; and
c. by completion of the NZRU online registration process.
For the purposes of this By-Law, registration is deemed to be effected upon completion of the WRFU
online registration form and the Club ‘activating’ the registration record in the Sporty registration system.
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Clubs must not withhold activating any registration on the basis of non-payment of subscription fees, or
for any other reason other than for disciplinary reasons (e.g. a player has been suspended for the whole
year).
WR and NZRU Eligibility Requirements
5.4

A player must comply with all applicable WR regulations including those for the transfer (WR International
Clearance Form of a player between WR countries. (See WR Regulation 4 governing player status, player
contracts and player movement).

5.5

A player must comply with all applicable NZRU regulations including those for the transfer of a player
between NZRU Provincial Unions (See NZR Registration Policies & Procedures).

Player Transfers
5.6

Players are permitted to transfer clubs in any given WRFU Season. In the event that a player changes
clubs, the new club must advise the WRFU JRA, who will approve the transfer on behalf of the JRAB, and
action the change in the National Rugby Database.

Suspended Players
5.7

Suspended players are not eligible during the period of their suspension.

Proof of Eligibility
5.8

WRFU may require proof (in such form as it requires) of satisfaction of any of the player eligibility rules.
The WRFU may in its discretion restrict the eligibility of a player until the WRFU is satisfied as to the
eligibility of such player.

Female Players
5.9

If a player has the ability to play in their correct grade, then they should not be dispensated down based
on their gender. Player safety is paramount.

5.10

Females may be allowed to move down one grade. This in the first instance is dependent on their ability
and is at the discretion of the club. Clubs can only grant dispensation if the female complies with the
weight restriction for a grade i.e. not to exceed the maximum weight stipulated for players playing up one
grade based on their weight for the grade they are moving in to. (Refer to appendix 2 for Guidelines for
Grading Female Players.)

College Aged Players
5.11

No player is permitted to play both Junior rugby and College Rugby in the same season. All players who
attend college should play college rugby in the first instance.
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5.12

The view of College Sport Wellington (and supported by JRAB) is that students enrolled at College, should
be playing College Rugby with their peers. The JRAB acknowledge that there is a small group of students
who remain eligible for Club Under 13 teams, whilst enrolled at college. In the event that a player wishes
to play club rugby instead of college rugby, the following dispensation process must be followed;
a. The Junior Convenor of the club concerned must complete and submit a Dispensation Request Form
(JRAB FORM 10) to the WRFU JRA.
b. The WRFU JRA must then seek a view of the college the student is enrolled at around their need for
college rugby.
c. If the School agrees that there is no suitable team for the student or are prepared to release them
then the dispensation is automatically granted.
d. If the School believes there is a suitable team for the student or does not agree to release them, then
the dispensation request is subject to a panel review consisting of the following persons:
i. WRFU Junior Rugby Administrator
ii. CSW Sport Manager – Rugby
iii. JRAB Board Member (1)
The decision of the above panel is final

5.13

Irrespective of an automatic or panel approval, the WRFU JRA must advise in writing to both club, and
school the outcome.

Disciplinary, Medical or Other Restrictions on Eligibility
5.15

A player's eligibility may be restricted as a result of disciplinary procedures, health and safety
requirements, medical rules, doping, corruption offences, or other reasons as may arise within the laws of
New Zealand, the laws of the game or through the application of WR, NZRU, WRFU or WRFU Rules or ByLaws.

Breaches
5.16

For penalties for breaches of By-Law 5, see By-Law 8.
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General WRFU Discretion to ensure fairness in application of By-Law 5
5.17

On written application to it, the JRAB has an overriding discretion to restrict or confer eligibility (including
granting or rescinding a transfer) on such conditions as it determines but only where the JRAB determines
that:
a. the application of the By-laws is unfair or may produce a consequence that is unfair, to any person or
is not in the spirit of fair play; or
b. the specific situation is not appropriately covered by the By-Laws; or
c. where special circumstances occur or there are special circumstances which excuse a failure to comply
with a procedure, time period or other requirement of By-Law 5.
Any decision under By-Law 5.17 is made on the facts of a specific situation and is not to be regarded as a
binding precedent for any future use of By-Law 5.17.

6.

Re-grades

6.1

Parents can apply for a regrading to a lower team if they believe their child meets the criteria for
regrading.

6.2

Regrading /dispensations can only be granted by the WRFU.

6.3

Applications for regrading of a player must be made on the official WRFU Junior Rugby Application for
Player Dispensation form (JRAB FORM 9) and can be supported by a brief letter from the
parent/guardian/caregiver or the player, and supporting official medical information.

6.4

The JRAB Regrading Panel may decline to accept or consider any application that has not been
satisfactorily completed.

6.5

Applications for regrading made purely on the basis of ability, age and/or weight will not be considered.

6.6

From time to time the Regrading Panel may encounter an application that falls outside the current
regrading criteria guidelines.

6.7

In the event of unanimous opinion, the Regrading Panel may determine that special or exceptional
circumstances exist. In this instance, they can defer their decision and present the application for
consideration by the Junior Rugby Advisory Board (JRAB).
If upon consideration by JRAB it is determined that:
• there is no safety risk to either the applicant or other players
• the request is genuine and not for the purposes of strengthening team ability
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• granting dispensation supports the WRFU vision of getting more kids playing rugby and enjoying the
rugby experience
The JRAB then has the authority to approve the application and impose any playing restrictions it deems
appropriate.
The JRAB’s decision will be final and binding on all parties and will, unless stated otherwise, apply only for
the playing season in which it is granted.
Regrading Procedure
6.8

All applications must be made in writing as prescribed above and in the first instance to the Convenor of
the Club to which the player is registered.
If the Club Convenor considers the application worthy of consideration by JRAB Regarding Panel, he/she
must sign the application and forward it to the WRFU Junior Rugby Administrator.
The endorsement of an application by a club in no way constitutes, or should be considered as, a
recommendation to the WRFU that the application be granted.
If the Club concerned, consider the application is not worthy of consideration by the JRAB Regarding
Panel then they must retain a copy of the application and reply to the Convenor the reasons they have
not endorsed the application.

Regrading Decision
6.9

The JRAB Regrading Panel has the sole right to accept or reject any regrading application.

6.10

Approval to grant an application for regrading must be by unanimous vote of the JRAB Regrading Panel.

6.11

Each application will be viewed on its own merits, however in making its decision the JRAB Regrading
Panel must adhere to certain criteria i.e.:
a. Must be consistent and exercise fairness and impartiality
b. Consider at all times the safety and wellbeing of the greater majority
c. Consider the best interests and wellbeing of the child for whom regrading is being applied for
d. Make its decision solely on the grounds of the disability or impediment, its degree and whether there
is a clear benefit to be had in regrading the child.

6.12

Once an application has been received, the Regrading Panel may;
• Request to view the player playing in the grade they have originally been graded for. If a player is
viewed, one JRAB Representative and one CDO will visit the team that the player is originally graded
for.
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• If viewed the Regrading Panel will meet and make its regrading decision based on the criteria outlined
above.
• Once a decision has been made, the regrading form will be updated with the approval or otherwise
and kept by the WRFU JRA.
• If a regrading application is acceptable, the Junior Convenor will ensure it is noted on the official
weigh-in team sheet along with any OWPR restrictions if applicable.
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7.

Coaches
Mandatory Coaching Accreditation

7.1

In accordance with NZR National Rugby Policy 3 (Compulsory Coaching Course) all coaches, including
assistants, actively engaged in the coaching process must attend the relevant Small Blacks coaching
course at the commencement of each season

Police Vetting
7.2

In accordance with NZR National Rugby Policy 5 (Police Vetting) all coaches, including assistants, must
undergo the Police Vetting process when the initially become involved at a Small Blacks level. This vetting
is valid for three consecutive years at the start of every fourth year thereafter, they must resubmit to the
vetting process.

7.3

For penalties for breaches of By-Law 7 see By-Law 8.

8.

Provisions Relating to Breaches of these By-Laws

By-Law 5 and 7
8.1

Any complaint of an alleged breach of By-Law 5 and 7 must be made in writing on the WRFU
Complaint/Dispute Form (JRAB FORM 4) to the WRFU JRA. The complaint shall be dealt with by the JRAB
or if it so determines then by its designated committee (referred to for the purposes of this By-Law 5 as
JRAB).

8.2

Any person who, or Member which, is found to be in breach of By-Law 5 and 7 (and is not covered by Bylaw 8.3) or any person who, or Member which, fails or refuses to co-operate with a request of the Rugby
Board in the course of any determination of a complaint, may be suspended from participating in the
game of rugby for, or within, the WRFU for such period of time as the Rugby Board deems fit.

8.3

If a player plays in breach of By-Laws 5 the JRAB may impose such penalty as it deems fit and:
a. May impose disqualification of the player for such period as it sees fit;
b. May impose any other penalty on a Club or player as deemed appropriate in the circumstances.

8.4

Any player found playing for their college (whether registered or not) will be considered ineligible for their
Junior Rugby Club team and will be deemed ineligible for any Intra-Provincial Representative rugby with
immediate effect.
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8.5

As per National Rugby Policy # 3 (Compulsory Coaching Courses) failure of any coach to attend the Small
Blacks coaching course by the commencement of the season will require the coach to stand down from
coaching until they have completed the course.
Should the team not have a coach who has not completed the course, the team will be withdrawn from
the draw until the requirement has been fulfilled.

8.6

As per National Rugby Policy # 5 (Police Vetting) failure to agree to be vetted and provide and provide the
required signed for and Identification, will result in automatic removal from any coaching role.

Rugby Board Process and Powers to deal with any breach of By-Laws
8.7

Apart from the circumstances set out in By-law 8.8 any alleged breach of these By-Laws must be made in
writing on the WRFU Complaint/Dispute Form (JRAB FORM 4) to the JRAB which unless otherwise
specified must allow the parties involved to be heard before the JRAB. The JRAB must impose penalties as
required in these By-laws within any penalty restrictions (if any) set out in these By-Laws and as recorded
in the Schedule of Penalties for Breaches of By-Laws (Schedule 4) and otherwise as it determines.

8.8

Where the WRFU JRA is satisfied that a breach of these By-laws has occurred and there is no discretion in
the penalty to apply for such breach, the WRFU JRA may impose the penalty immediately.

9.

Complaints or Disputes Between Clubs

9.1

In case of any complaint or dispute as between Clubs, Members or other bodies in relation to these ByLaws and not otherwise covered by these by-laws, a written statement on the WRFU Complaint/Dispute
Form (JRAB FORM 4) prepared by the Club, Member, or body which wishes to initiate this
complaint/dispute process and which clearly sets out the points on which the complaint/dispute is based,
must, not later than 14 days following the incident (or latest incident) or the matter on which the
complaint/dispute is based be forwarded by that Club, Member, or body to the WRFU and to the
secretary of the other Clubs, Members or bodies involved.

9.2

A Complaint/Dispute Form (JRAB FROM 4) must be lodged in conjunction with a $200 deposit, which will
be returned if the club is successful with their complaint/dispute.

9.3

The JRAB or its appointed subcommittee will determine its own process and will hold a hearing at which
any of the Clubs, Members or bodies involved have the right to appear to give evidence and/or make
submissions. The JRAB or its subcommittee will then determine the matter before delivering a written
decision.
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10.

Disciplinary Procedures

General
10.1 The Disciplinary Committee has the powers and jurisdiction set out in the NZRU Rules for Disciplinary
Hearings (“the Black Book”) and as may be further provided in these By-laws. It operates in accordance with
the Black Book and as may be further provided in these By-laws.
Composition of Junior Rugby Disciplinary Committees
10.2

In respect of disciplinary hearings involving players in a junior team under the jurisdiction of the WRFU or
any match involving a junior club team played in the WRFU province, the Disciplinary Committee shall
comprise an independent Chairman and two members appointed by the JRAB.
All disciplinary hearings involving referee abuse, or hearings that involve persons other than a player will
be heard by the WRFU Senior Club Rugby Disciplinary Committee.

Disciplinary Proceedings for Junior Rugby
The provisions of Rules 12-14 of Section 1 of the Black Book shall apply in the respect of a player at Junior
Rugby level.
Players ordered off
10.3

The provisions of Rules 15-19 of Section 3 and Rules 50-107 of Section 4 (where applicable) of the Black
Book shall apply in respect of a player who has been ordered off.
Other functions of Disciplinary Committee.

10.4

The Disciplinary Committee shall have the power to hear, deal with and impose penalties in respect of any
other matters which are referred to it by these By-laws and the Black Book.

Appeals
10.5

The WRFU Appeal Committee has the powers and jurisdiction set out in section 5 (Rules 108-132) of the
Black Book and operates in accordance with the Black Book and as may be further provided by these
Bylaws.
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10.6

The WRFU Appeal Committee shall comprise an independent Chairman (i.e. a person who has no
affiliation to any Club in the WRFU province) appointed by the Rugby Board and not less than 2 other
persons selected by the Rugby Board from the President and/or Vice Presidents for the time being of the
WRFU and/or Presidents of Clubs of the WRFU. All members of the Appeal Committee shall be
independent of all parties to the appeal. In the event that the Independent Chairman is unavailable the
same replacement provision applies as for By-law 10.2

10.7

In any appeal from a decision of the JRAB in a disciplinary matter the Disciplinary Committee shall
comprise an independent Chairperson, one member of the Rugby Board (appointed by the Rugby Board)
and one member of the JRAB (appointed by the JRAB). If an independent Chairman is unavailable a
replacement Chairperson (who may have affiliation to a Club or school in the WRFU province) must be
designated by the Rugby Board to perform the role of Chairperson.

10.8

A notice of appeal from a decision of the JRAB Disciplinary Committee is to the WRFU Appeal Committee
and must be accompanied by all of the following:
a. A deposit of $500.00 paid by the body lodging the appeal, whether it is a Club or the WRRA.
b. A letter of support signed by the Junior Rugby Convenor of the Club lodging the appeal, or their
nominees, and, where the appeal is lodged on behalf of an individual.
c. An undertaking from the Junior Convenor of the Club lodging the appeal, or their nominee, that they
will attend with the individual at the appeal hearing.

Match Called Off
10.9

Where a Match for which the WRFU has jurisdiction is called off early by the Referee because of:
a. Persistent or serious Illegal and/or Foul Play by Players; and/or
b. Persistent or serious Misconduct by team management or supporters; and/or
c. Bad conduct generally;
Of one or both teams involved in the Match, the provisions of Rules 46-49 of Section 3 and Rules 50-86 of
Section 4 of the Black Book shall apply.

11.

Appeals

11.1

Appeals may relate to varying subject matters and are dealt with as listed below:
a. Appeal against a decision of the JRAB Disciplinary Committee is dealt with by WRFU Appeal Committee
– see By-Laws 10.5 and the Black Book;
b. Appeal against a decision of the WRFU Appeal Committee – see Black Book section 6;
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c. Appeal against a decision of the JRAB (but excluding a decision of the Disciplinary Committee which is
dealt with under a. above) is by way of review by the Board of Directors - see Rule 10.13 of
Constitution.
11.2

The process to be followed for a party to dispute a decision of the JRAB under By-Law 11.1(c) is as follows:
a. Disputes must be lodged within 7-days of the notification of the decision of the JRAB on the particular
matter or within such shorter time period as determined by the Rugby Board or its authorised SubCommittee in the particular circumstances.
b. For lodgment to be effected WRFU Notice of Appeal (WRFU Form 6), containing the grounds that are
to be advanced, and a $500 plus GST deposit must have been received by the WRFU.
c. Subject to the following, if the notice of the dispute and/or the deposit is received outside the
deadline, the right to dispute the decision will be deemed to have been abandoned. If the Chairman
dealing with the dispute considers that exceptional circumstances have caused a delay then the
Chairman may decide that the review will proceed.
d. Unless the Board of Directors determine that exceptional circumstances exist requiring the
postponement of the hearing, a hearing will be conducted within 7-days of the lodgment of the
dispute.
e. The hearing will be by way of review and shall be conducted in accordance with Rule 10.13 and
Schedule One of the WRFU Constitution.
f. As well as having the power to award any penalty set out in By-law 8 of these By-Laws the Body
hearing the dispute may, if it sees fit in the circumstances, award costs against a party to the dispute
of a sum not exceeding $2,000.00.
g. The body hearing the dispute may, in its discretion, order that any deposit paid on the lodgment of a
dispute be refunded in full or in part. This discretion is to be exercised in the particular circumstances
of the case and although an unsuccessful applicant is unlikely to receive a refund of their deposit, a
successful applicant cannot expect the deposit to be refund merely by reason of that success.
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Appendix 1
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Appendix 2

2017 Guidelines for Grading Female Players
This document is to be read in conjunction with the 2017 Weights & Grading Chart

The following guidelines have been outlined to assist Junior Administrators to correctly grade female
players in line with the NZRU and WRFU Junior Rugby Weight/Grading and Dispensation Policies.
A player playing down a grade based on gender must meet the criteria outlined below in the Female
Age / Weight Grade Dispensation Table.
If the player has the ability to play in their correct grade, then they should not be dispensated down
based on their gender. Player safety is paramount.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Weigh the player at registration on calibrated scales.
Select the age-grade from the Weights & Grading chart based on their year of birth.
Check the weight restriction that applies to that age-grade.
If the player is heavier or lighter than the age-grade provides for, move the player up or down
until their weight fits within the Weight & Grading chart requirements.
If the player or their caregiver so chooses, the player can be moved down one grade based on
their gender.
Check that the player’s weight still falls within the maximum weight as outlined in the table
below.
If the player’s weight is approaching the maximum for that grade, move them up a grade to
avoid them being moved up at the official weigh-in.
Complete a Regrading Form and email it to tammy.ferreira@wrfu.co.nz by 3rd April 2017.

Female Age / Weight Grade Dispensation Table
(To be read alongside the Weights & Grading chart)
Age-grade

Must Weigh
Under

Notes

Under 6

N/A

There is no weight limit for this age-grade.

Under 7

N/A

There is no weight limit for this age-grade.

Under 8

33kg

Under 6 & 7 playing up by weight / choice have no weight limit for this age-grade.

Under 9

36kg

Under 10

54kg

Under 11

60kg

Under 12

65kg

Under 13

N/A
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New Zealand Rugby
NATIONAL RUGBY
POLICIES & PROCEDURES
Effective March 2017
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Policy 1

Participant Safety

Policy 2

Rugby Smart Safety Course for Referees And Coaches

Policy 3

Compulsory Coaching Course

Policy 4

Dispensations

Policy 5

Police Vetting

Policy 6

Half Game Rule

Policy 7

Mixed Teams & Opposition

Policy 9

Age Bands for Age Grade Rugby
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